
Study Tour on the Conservation and Restoration of Architectural Edifices 

17
th
 – 19

th
 September 2014, Poland  

 

The study tour on conservation and restoration of architectural edifices took place from 

17
th
 to 19

th
 September 2014 in Kielce and Warsaw, Poland. It included delegates from 

countries such as India, Austria, Russia, Egypt and Vietnam. It was conducted by the M 

Promotion Agency, headquartered in Warsaw, in Partnership with the Polish Ministry of 

Economy. The M Promotion Agency runs regular business promotion programmes for 

the Polish monuments protection and maintenance industry.  

 

The study tour commenced 

with a site visit to the 17
th

 

century Krakow Bishop’s 

Palace in Kielce where the 

delegates were acquainted with 

restoration practices adopted 

there by artist and conservator 

Ilia Iliew. The ceilings were 

beautifully restored in their 

historical context as were other 

decorative and architectonic 

features of the edifice.  

 

This was followed by an 

enlightening seminar on 

‘Architectural Conservation in 

Poland and Abroad’ which saw 

the participation of restorers, 

conservators, architects and art 

historians from different 

countries such as India, Egypt, 

Austria, Russia, Vietnam in 

addition to Poland. It focused 

on the issues, practices and 

latest technology pertaining to 

the architectural conservation 

and restoration of architectural 

heritage in the aforementioned 

countries through select case 

studies. I presented a paper on 

the ‘Restoration of the 15
th

 

Century Architectural Edifices 

at Chanderi’ through an art 

historical perspective. Other 

case studies that were presented 

included: conservation of 
Ceilings after restoration, Krakow Bishops Palace, Kielce 



frescoes in the Nalqun Monastery in Egypt, restoration and Conservation of the Hue 

Monuments in Vietnam, restoration of the stone façade of the Vienna City Hall and 

restoration of the Kazan Cathedral in St. Petersburg. The seminar was extremely 

enriching and it provided an excellent platform for the exchange of knowledge, latest 

technology and practices regarding conservation of architectural heritage.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Façade of the Krakow Bishops Palace, Kielce 

Seminar on ‘Architectural Conservation in Poland and Abroad’ 



On 18
th
 September 2014, the 

delegates were taken to the 

Warsaw Build Fair showcasing 

the latest building technology 

which could be adopted for the 

restoration and conservation of 

architectural heritage. The M 

Promotion Agency showcased 

the latest building and 

hardware products of Atlas 

Golden Age, Fronton Sc, 

Renova Solutions Mode 360, 

Astragis and Silten Terbud. 

These products are 

increasingly being used for 

restoration of architectural 

edifices in Poland. 
    Kiosk of M Promotion Agency, Warsaw Build Fair 2014 

 

This was followed by a site visit to 

the Warsaw University Campus 

where restoration work by the 

company Fronton Sc was in 

progress. Mr. Dariusz Szymanek of 
Fronton Sc gave the delegates an 

insight regarding the methods and 

materials used in the restoration of 

this splendid early 19
th

 century 

edifice.                                          

  

 

 

View of restoration work in progress at Warsaw University 



                                 

On 19
th
 September 2014, the delegates were taken to Lazienkowski Park which houses a 

number of buildings designed in the baroque style for a Polish noble named Stanislaw 

Herakliusz Lubomirski by the Dutch born Polish architect and engineer architect Tylman 

van Gameren in the 18
th

 century. Here, the conservator Mr Piotr Zambrzycki gave an on-

site lecture on the restoration work conducted in the old orangery, Roman theatre (made 

entirely out of wood) and the Palace on the Lake which housed the royal bath chambers.   

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Roman theatre after restoration, Lazienkowski Park Palace on the lake after restoration, Lazienkowski Park 

Iiner chamber of Palace on the Lake after restoration, Lazienkowski Park 



 

This study tour was indeed an excellent initiative conceptualized by the M promotion 

Agency. The M Promotion Agency regularly conducts programmes and seminars which 

promote the exchange of ideas and technology along with international cooperation with 

regard to the restoration and maintenance of architectural heritage in Poland as well as in 

countries such as Libya, Egypt, India, Russia, Germany, Austria and Poland. The 

Companies that have joined this Business Promotion Program are: Atlas Golden Age, 

Fronton Sc, Renova Solutions, Mode 360, Astragis, Silten Terbud, Art Studio Margaret 

Paździora and Sattler, Polish Conservators of historic Monuments (PKZ Barański and 

Associates).  

 


